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We are committed to providing you with world-class service and the information
you need to prevent occupational injury and illness.
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Purpose of the COR™ Handbook
The Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (IHSA) has developed the COR™ Handbook
for COR™ Internal Auditors to provide additional assistance in completing the COR™ Audit
efficiently and effectively. This Handbook is divided into 3 sections: Audit process steps;
Common problem areas, and; Additional support for questions and guidelines.

Disclaimer:
The contents contained in this publication are for general information only. This publication
would not be regarded or relied upon as a definitive guide to government regulations or to safe
practices and procedures. The contents of this publication were, to the best of our knowledge,
current at the time of printing. However, no representations of any kind are made with regard to
accuracy, completeness or sufficiency of contents. The appropriate regulations and statutes
should be consulted. Readers should not act on the information contained herein without
seeking specific independent legal advice on their specific circumstance. Infrastructure Health &
Safety Association is pleased to answer individual requests for counselling and advice.
This handbook is meant as a guidance document – it is not meant to be a comprehensive doc.
It is suggested the internal auditors complement their training with supplemental health and
safety training which applies to their company requirements.
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Before you begin the COR™ audit process, here are a few things to consider or verify:
 All workplaces covered under your WSIB account number are considered part of the
audit
 Are you the permanent full-time employee(s) assigned as Internal Auditor(s) for
your company?
You must have completed all pre-requisite training and your name must be on the
COR™ Application form. If you cannot confirm either of these points, contact IHSA at
cor@ihsa.ca for verification.
 Have you reviewed the COR™ Audit Instructions (Instruction on Completing the
COR™ Audit - available on IHSA website) and COR™ Program Guidelines
recently?
Upon registering for the COR™ Audit you would have received the instructions in the
beginning of the hard-copy Audit Tool or as a separate electronic copy. The COR™
Program Guidelines are available on the IHSA Website. Review the content to ensure
that you are completing the audit and the audit forms correctly.
 Have you set aside a realistic amount of time to
perform the audit?
The COR™ audit can be time consuming. The time to
complete it will depend on the number of employees in
your company, the scope of its work and the number of
active projects.
 Has management been informed of the audit requirements?
These include: the availability of documentation and records; time required; personnel
involvement; communication strategies, and; access to projects/sites.

If you have not met to discuss the audit requirements with management, you should do
so immediately. You may need their authorization and involvement to communicate with
personnel and access documents, records and projects/sites.
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Audit Process Steps
The COR Audit Process can be divided into 3 main phases - Preparation, Performance, and
Submission. The following section provides summaries of requirements for each of the three
phases.

1. Preparation
What should take place during the preparation phase?
Pre-audit preparation
 The auditor should confirm:
 Date, time and location of the pre-audit meeting
 Names and positions of the people required at the pre-audit
meeting
 Availability of the audit document (hard copy or electronic)
 Availability of an organizational chart for the auditor to review in advance
(optional)
Pre-audit meeting
 At the meeting, confirm:
 Management contact person
 Location of documents and records (at all locations) and how to access them
 Availability of quiet and private room(s) for interviews
 Number of management/supervisors and workers for selection of potential
interviewees by reviewing the Interview Ratio table against payroll list, org chart,
etc.
 Number of active sites to audit using the Observation Ratio table and date, time
and location of the site audits (in addition to projects – head office and shops
must be included for observation purposes)
 Requirements for a site orientation and (if applicable) special
training requirements
 Type of personal protective equipment (PPE) required on site
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Project/site familiarization
 Before or upon arrival on the project/site ensure:
 Key contact person for site has been provided
 Appropriate PPE is worn or can be provided
 Auditor has attended site specific orientation

2. Performance
With all the preparation in place, you are now ready to perform the audit. A brief review of the
audit process is shown below.
The COR™ audit process
READ THE
QUESTION
•Use the
question
guidelines
to assist
with the
answer

APPLICABLE
POLICY or
PROGRAM
•Make a
copy or scan
documents
•Highlight
document
and
reference
question # place
reference to
page in
auditor
notes

FIND
SUPPORTING
EVIDENCE
•Make a
copy or scan
documents
•Highlight
document
and
reference
question # place
reference to
page in
auditor
notes

APPLY A
SCORE
•Score every
item using
the score
possible
guidelines

Example of the COR™ audit process
READ THE QUESTION

Use the question guidelines to assist with the answer
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APPLICABLE POLICY OR PROGRAM




Make a copy or scan documents
Highlight document and reference question # place reference to page in auditor notes

FIND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE




Make a copy or scan documents
Highlight document and reference question # place reference to page in auditor notes
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APPLY A SCORE

Score every item using the score possible guidelines

3. Audit Submission
By this phase of the audit process you have determined whether you have passed the audit or if
you need to make improvements to your Occupational Health & Safety Management System
(OHSMS).
If your total audit score is less than 80%, DO NOT SUBMIT
your audit until you have made suitable improvements to your
OHSMS.
If a total score in an individual Element is less than 65%, DO
NOT SUBMIT your audit until you have made suitable
improvements to the Element.

If you have scored zero for any of the items marked as
legislated requirements, DO NOT SUBMIT your audit until
you have achieved a full score for that legislated requirement.
IF YOU SUBMIT A FAILED AUDIT AS SPECIFIED ABOVE – YOUR AUDIT WILL BE
RETURNED
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If you have complied with the points above, you are ready to submit your audit.
Remember to copy your submission material before sending it to IHSA and to complete and
submit all documentation and forms set out in the submission checklist.

1. Preparation – COMMON PROBLEMS and Solutions
1. Improper interview ratio
As a minimum, you should be determining this total based on peak employee levels in all areas
of operation (companies with unique requirements such as project management firms should
contact IHSA for direction).

For example, in a company that has 78 employees, the Internal Auditor, after referring to the
Audit Interview Ratio table, is required to interview 4 representatives from management and 9
from the workers for a total of 13 interviews.

Audit Interview Ratio
# of
employees

# of
Managers/Supervisors
to interview

# of
workers to
interview

Total to be
interviewed

Fewer than 10

2

5

7

10 to 25

2

6

8

25 to 50

3

7

10

50 to 100

4

9

13

100 to 200

5

14

19

Over 200

6

24

30
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2. Improper observation ratio
As a minimum, you should be determining this total during peak operation and project times.
Remember, the company office and, if applicable, the shop, warehouse and yard areas must be
included in the observation portion although they are not counted as a project/site.

For example, the company has a head-office and shop in one location and 15 projects of
various size and scope located throughout the province. The Internal Auditor, after referring to
the Worksite Observations Ratio table, is required to provide observations from the head-office,
shop and at least one third (5) of the active sites.

Worksite Observations Ratio
Active Sites

Minimum Number of Sites to be Visited*

1

Site must be visited

2

Both sites must be visited

3-4

At least 2 sites must be visited

5-8

At least 3 sites must be visited

9 - 30

At least one third (1/3) of the sites must be visited

30+

Employer/auditor must contact IHSA to determine
representative sampling for worksite observation

3. Senior Management is not part of the audit team
According to the COR™ Program Guidelines and as part of
the COR™ Essentials training, senior management has an
important role to carry out in ensuring the success of the
COR™ audit.
Two of their main responsibilities are to:


Ensure audits are properly planned, scheduled and
signed off by employer/senior management, and



Actively participate in the COR™ audit process and
maintain COR™ training requirements
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Management can carry out some of these responsibilities by attending and being involved in
both the pre and post audit meetings. For additional senior management requirements refer to
the Roles and Responsibilities section of the COR™ Program Guidelines on the IHSA website.

https://www.ihsa.ca/pdfs/cor/cor-program-guidelines.pdf

2. Performance – COMMON PROBLEMS and Solutions
1.

Scoring errors
Missing score

Incorrect score

Do not leave blank scores

Always check for accuracy

2. Incorrect/Unsuitable Documentation
Does the document apply to the question and guideline requirements?
A procedure is not a listing or checklist
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3. Missing or inadequate evidence
 for consistency 3 examples are required

 provide a reference to the item #
 Weekly Safety talks or weekly supervisor
inspections – 3 weeks in a row

 Monthly JHSC inspections – 3 months in a
row

 Yearly training – if possible 3 years in a row
4. Missing/inadequate Auditor Notes

 Always complete the Auditor’s Notes with
accurate information

 Do not leave blank
Blank Auditor’s Notes section

Completed Auditor’s Notes

Inadequate Information
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5. Legislated requirement scored zero

DO NOT SUBMIT the audit until the legislated requirement is achieved.

6. Companies often have difficulties with the following Elements:
Element 2 – Hazard Analysis, Assessment & Control
What’s the problem?


Not understanding the components of a hazard assessment



There is no hazard management system in place

What’s the solution?

 Refer back to or review content from Introduction to Hazard and
Risk Management

 Recognize that a Job Inspection checklist is not a procedure
 Recognize that a daily Job Hazard Assessment is not a procedure
 Call IHSA for assistance
Element 7 – Preventative Maintenance
What’s the problem?


The shop and office are perceived to be outside of the audit scope

What’s the solution?

 All company locations/facilities must be included and measured
according to the specific regulations or manufacturer’s standards/guidelines that apply
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Element 12 – Statistics and Records
What’s the problem?


There is no procedure for collecting statistics



Statistics are not collected according to procedure



The procedure does not define what is to be collected

What’s the solution?

 Ensure that a procedure exists for collecting statistics and it specifies what details need
to be collected and measured
o

Corporate examples – annual report of leading and lagging indicators

o

Project examples – orientation stats, inspections, near miss investigations, etc.

Element 19 – Management Review
What’s the problem?


There is no procedure in place



The procedure lacks detail - it does not define what is to be collected



The procedure is not implemented or statistics are not collected according to procedure

What’s the solution?

 Ensure that a procedure exists for collecting statistics and it specifies what details need
to be collected and measured

 Ensure that the procedure applies to the entire company Occupational Health and Safety
Management System and that management performs a review annually

 The COR™ audit is not considered a management review for collecting statistics
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3. Submission – COMMON PROBLEMS and Solutions
1. The Action Plan
Problems


Action Plan is not completed



Action Plan is not being followed



A failed audit has been submitted and the content of the
Action Plan is being used to raise the audit to a passing mark

Solutions

 Do NOT submit a failed audit
 Ensure that an action plan has been put in place
 Review the action plan to ensure that items are being completed as required
2. Incomplete Administration
Problems


Forms and documentation are missing from submission



Documents have not been marked with references to audit
question



Not making copies of your submission – sending IHSA
original documents



Submitting a failed audit

Solutions

 Use the submission checklist provided in the COR™ Audit Instructions (Instruction on
Completing the COR™ audit - available on IHSA website) to ensure a complete and
correct submission

 Review documents and evidence to ensure that all have references identifying the
applicable audit question

 Always retain your original documents – policy, program and supporting evidence
 Do NOT submit a failed audit – your audit will be returned. IHSA will not provide a report
for audits that have been submitted with failing marks
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Additional Support for Item Questions and Guidelines
This section has been developed to assist you in verifying that your documents and evidence
are applicable for the COR™ Audit Item Questions. It provides guidance only and is not meant
to be a comprehensive document.

It is suggested the internal auditors complement their training with supplemental health and
safety training which applies to their company requirements.

The following materials include all 19 element item questions, guidelines and additional
considerations to assist you in the completion of your COR™ audit document.
If you have company specific questions – contact an IHSA COR™ Consultant at cor@ihsa.ca
for assistance.
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Element 1 – Health and Safety Policy Statement
Does the organization have a Health and Safety Policy Statement that:
1.1

Is signed by the president, CEO or local senior management?

Guideline Ideally the Policy Statement should be signed by the president or CEO of the
organization, or the senior most leader of the local operation.
Additional Considerations


Verify the signature is in ink, or if electronic, an authorized scanned signature, or PDF
signature


1.2

Recommended to include the title of the individual signing the document

Includes management's commitment to provide a safe and healthy work
environment?

Guideline The Policy Statement must include top management's commitment to provide a
safe work environment, and a work environment that promotes occupational health.

Additional Considerations


The word “commitment” is either stated or implied using words such as “promise” or “I
give you my word,” etc.



Both statements listed in the guideline need to be referred to (provide a safe work
environment, and a work environment that promotes occupational health).
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Recognizes the right of workers to work in a safe and healthy work environment?

Guideline The Policy Statement must clearly state that management (CEO, president, etc.)
recognizes that all workers have the right to work in a safe and healthy workplace.

Additional Considerations


The key phrase “the right to work in a safe and healthy work environment” is either
stated or implied with phrases such as “the organization recognizes our worker’s right to
work in a safe and healthy work environment” or “A safe and healthy work environment
is a basic right of all workers, and the organization will strive to foster that environment.”
or “Our organization recognizes the right of workers to work in a safe and healthy
workplace.”

1.4

Is current?

Guideline The Policy Statement shall indicate its date of issuance.
Additional Considerations

1.5

This shall be within one calendar year or 12 months.

Is reviewed annually?

Guideline The review shall be conducted by senior management at least annually and
records of the review shall be retained.
Additional Considerations


Proof of review could include records such as: minutes of meetings; email
correspondence; previous year’s document which has been marked up: COR™ internal
annual audit with action plan, pre /post meeting details, revision log, etc.



Verification will include checking the previous policy statement, revisions (if any) and the
current policy statement. If no changes have been made, proof of review must be
provided.
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Is visibly posted in the workplace or made available to workers?

Guideline Policy Statement to be posted in the workplace. It may be provided to workers in
the form of a handbook, safety manual, as part of procedures manual, or in
electronic form. A workplace can also include traveling, working at client premises
or working at home.
Additional Considerations


If provided in a handbook, verify workers have received the handbook and that it is
current.



If included in a manual, verify availability/accessibility of manual in the workplace and
that it is current.



Look for a positive representative sample of availability (various departments, projects,
regions).



If the policy statement is made available via the internet, ensure that all personnel have
access.

1.7

Addresses health and safety and responsibilities for all workplace parties?

Guideline Policy Statement must make all workplace parties aware of their individual OH&S
obligations, and make reference to documented OH&S responsibilities of workplace
parties that are consistent with legislated requirements.
Additional Considerations


All workplace party responsibilities do not have to be set out in detail in the policy
statement. A summary statement capturing the different job titles is acceptable.



Look for references to location of responsibilities within the program per job title.



To identify who the workplace parties are, obtain a copy of the company org chart (if it
exists).
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Expresses a commitment to work in a spirit of consultation and co-operation with
workers?

Guideline The Policy Statement should outline the commitment of the company to work jointly
with relevant personnel in the development and implementation of their H & S
program.
Additional Considerations


Relevant personnel can include H&S Rep, JHSC members, any employee who wishes
to provide feedback (verify a mechanism is in place to obtain feedback)



The commitment can be stated or implied. Example “Management will strive to work
together with workers to identify and resolve health and safety issues.”

1.9

Is understood by personnel?

Guideline Verify that all personnel understand what the Policy Statement says and can
describe its meaning in their own words.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Element 2 – Hazard Assessment, Analysis and Control
2.1

Are hazard assessments conducted, documented and approved for all operations?

Guideline A documented procedure must be in place to ensure hazard assessments are
conducted for all operations and activities. Verify that hazard assessments are
being performed according to the procedure.

Additional Considerations


Best practice suggests the development of a procedure for conducting, documenting and
approving hazard assessments for all operations, though it is not required to achieve a
full score for this audit question.



Verify that all company operations are considered within the hazard assessment system.
All operations can include projects, shop, yard, office, driving, etc. Anywhere that the
organization performs work is to be considered. Pay particular attention to the
organization’s highest risk activities to ensure that those items have been adequately
captured. Failure to adequately address high risk activities (falls, struck by, crushed by,
trenching, confined space, electrical contact) will negatively impact scoring.



Three documented samples, such as hazard registries or project hazard analyses are
required as evidence as per the instructions for completing COR™.
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2.2

Are hazard assessments maintained?

Guideline Documented hazard assessments must be updated to reflect process changes,
and re-approved as appropriate. Ongoing hazard assessments could include
introduction of new activities, materials, equipment, emergency operations, etc.
Additional Considerations


2.3

Is there proof that it is ongoing – new dates, comparison with previous assessment
o

Pre-job hazard assessment document (scope of work)

o

Project specific JSA/JHA (3 samples required)

o

Daily JSA/JHA (3 samples required)

Are appropriate personnel involved in the hazard assessment process?

Guideline Hazard assessments must be conducted using a team-based approach. Relevant
participants can include workers, supervisors, technical, engineering, maintenance,
management, suppliers, etc.
Additional Considerations


Are names or positions of employees who participated in the process available.



Have relevant employees signed off on their contribution. This will be validated through
daily/task based hazard assessments.



Are minutes of JHSC or other meetings available showing “who did what” during the
hazard assessment development process. This will be validated through the hazard
registry/project level hazard assessment documents.
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Are workplace and job specific hazards clearly identified in the job hazard
assessment documents?

Guideline The assessment shall identify the hazards in the workplace and include physical
and other agents such as temperature, vibration, noise, UV, radiation, dust,
chemical, ergonomic, biological and other health and safety hazards.
Additional Considerations


Some documents which could contain this information include: Hazard registry/Project
specific JHA’s/Daily or task based assessments will be reviewed.


2.5

Ensure that tasks and hazards are clearly stated and assessed.

Are risks prioritized?

Guideline The hazard assessment document must use a standardized methodology for
prioritizing the risks associated with the identified hazards. A risk threshold level
shall be established and documented.
Additional Considerations


Are there steps in the hazard assessment process that define the specifications for
measuring risk (e.g. frequency, severity and probability, etc.)



What tool is being used i.e.; matrix



Ensure that the risk rating system used is consistent when comparing the organization’s
program with the forms that are required to be completed. Scores can be awarded if
risks are consistently rated, though it is recommended to have threshold levels in place
to be able to identify critical tasks objectively. Risk ratings should be completed at the
risk registry level and the project level risk assessments. It is recommended that risks
are not rated at the daily/task specific level.
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Is there a list of identified critical tasks?

Guideline The organization shall document and communicate the activities that are
associated with risks above the threshold value.
Additional Considerations


Review the risk assessment process and determine whether a threshold level has been
established which sets out which tasks are critical.



If the hazard assessment process is comprehensive and all critical tasks are identified, it
is not necessary to have a separate “list.”



Critical tasks should be identified objectively through a threshold level within the risk
rating system, though scores can be awarded by providing a list of critical tasks.

2.7

Are controls developed for all identified hazards?

Guideline Documented control strategies (procedures, standards, checklists, supervision,
monitoring, JHA/JSA etc.) shall exist for all hazards.

Additional Considerations


Review sampling of Hazard Assessments and compare with Safe Work Practices and
Safe Job Procedures. 3 documented samples of hazard assessments identifying
controls for the identified hazards required for the internal audit submission.



Additional emphasis should be placed on the organization’s highest risk activities when
auditing to ensure that they have appropriately addressed their exposure to the main
fatality causes in their industry
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Are controls implemented in a timely manner?

Guideline Verify that actions have been taken to mitigate identified hazards.
Additional Considerations


Controls must be implemented before work begins. Hazard assessments have identified
controls for the hazards and they have been communicated to appropriate personnel.
This can be validated by sign-off on the relevant hazard assessment document,
JHA/JSA, safety meeting.



Observations should confirm that the controls have been fully implemented for the
hazards identified on the hazard assessments. The auditor notes within the internal audit
submission must contain details regarding the observations, or provide reference to
photographic evidence.



3 samples of documentation will be required, and must be referred to in the auditor
notes.

2.9

Are appropriate personnel informed of the control strategies?

Guideline Records of communication and/or training on controls should be retained and show
that controls have been developed and deployed, and identify the participants in
this communication.
Additional Considerations


3 samples of communication and/or training records required for internal audit
submission.
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Does management support the process of ongoing hazard assessments?

Guideline Hazard assessment and risk reduction activities shall be supported by
management. Evidence can include, evidence of documented review, assignment
of resources to this activity, involvement in developing risk mitigation controls,
timely approvals of requested modifications to processes, equipment, procedures,
etc., and reviews of the results of any actions.
Additional Considerations


Verify management signatures/acknowledgements on hazard assessment forms



3 samples of documentation showing management participation is required for internal
audit submissions.

2.11

Does the company have a process for evaluating and monitoring subcontractors?

Guideline Criteria for selection, evaluation and re-evaluation shall be established. Records of
evaluation results and any necessary actions arising from the evaluation shall be
maintained. This process may include reviewing incident reports, clearance
certificates, performance reports, orientation records, internal feedback, complaints,
assessments, etc.
Additional Considerations


Evaluation can be done through a subcontractor score card that includes safety criteria.



Monitoring can be validated through inspection reports showing comments on
subcontractor activities, discipline records of subcontractors, ensuring subcontractors
follow up on corrective actions identified through the course of the project.



Samples provided for an internal audit submission must show the evaluation and
monitoring for 3 subcontractors.
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Element 3 – Safe Work Practices
3.1

Have safe work practices been documented?

Guideline Verify that applicable safe work practices are documented and approved.
Additional Considerations


Approval can be validated by management signature on each safe work practice or
through management meeting minutes.


3.2

3 samples of approved safe work practices required for internal audit submission.

Do safe work practices accurately reflect the organization's activities?

Guideline Review the hazard assessments and conduct site observations and then ascertain
if safe work practices exist.
Additional Considerations


Are safe work practices relevant to the organization’s activities and do they provide
enough information to be compliant with legislation.



Compliance with the organization’s safe work practices must be validated through
observation.



Internal audit submissions must include auditor notes that reference both documentation
and observation.



3 samples of relevant safe work practices must be included with internal audit
submissions.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Are the practices understood by workers?

Guideline Verify that workers understand the safe work practices and can describe them.
Additional Considerations


Are workers able to describe how to perform their current activities, and does that
description conform to the documented safe work practices.

3.4

Are they readily available to workers?

Guideline Verify that documented safe work practices are available at all workplaces and
located where workers have easy access to them.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by observation or interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes must include details regarding the
observations, or where to find picture in the internal audit submission.

3.5

Are they followed by workers on a regular basis?

Guideline Assess the workplace to determine if safe work practices are being followed
consistently by all workers.
Additional Considerations


Have copy(s) of safe work practice(s) and randomly sample whether workers are
applying practice(s) consistently.



Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by observation or interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes must include details regarding the
observations.
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Do both management and workers participate in the development and review of
safe work practices?

Guideline When drafting safe work practices include input from those who will actually be
doing and/or supervising the work. Inputs may include orientations, committee
meetings and tool box talks.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by documentation or interview.



If documentation method is chosen, auditor notes must guide the auditor to where they
will find the documentation within the internal audit submission.
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Element 4 – Safe Job Procedures
4.1

Have safe job procedures been documented?

Guideline Verify that applicable safe job procedures are documented and approved.
Additional Considerations


Approval can be validated by management signature on each safe job procedure or
through management meeting minutes.


4.2

3 samples of approved safe job procedures required for internal audit submission.

Do safe job procedures accurately reflect the organization's activities?

Guideline Review the hazard assessments, incident reports and conduct site observations
and then ascertain if appropriate safe job procedures exist. At a minimum for all
high risk activities.
Additional Considerations


Are safe job procedures relevant to the organization’s activities and do they provide
enough information to be compliant with legislation.



Compliance with the organization’s safe job procedures must be validated through
observation.



Internal audit submissions must include auditor notes that reference both documentation
and observation.



3 samples of relevant safe job procedures must be included with internal audit
submissions.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Are the procedures understood by workers?

Guideline Verify that workers understand the safe job procedures and can describe them.
Additional Considerations


Are workers able to describe how to perform their current activities, and does that
description conform to the documented safe job procedures.

4.4

Are they readily available to workers?

Guideline Verify that documented safe job procedures are available at all workplaces and
located where workers have easy access to them.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by observation or interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes must include details regarding the
observations, or where to find picture in the internal audit submission.

4.5

Are they followed by workers on a regular basis?

Guideline Assess multiple workers to determine if safe job procedures are being followed
consistently by all workers. Assess compliance to procedure by observing the
actual practice.
Additional Considerations


Have copy(s) of safe work practice(s) and randomly sample whether workers are
applying practice(s) consistently.



Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by observation or interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes must include details regarding the
observations.
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Do both management and workers participate in the development and review of the
procedures?

Guideline When drafting safe job procedures include input from those who will actually be
doing and/or supervising the work. Possible inputs can include orientations, health
and safety meetings and reviews of the safe job procedures by the Joint Health &
Safety Committee.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include auditor notes stating whether this question was
verified by documentation or interview.



If documentation method is chosen, auditor notes must guide the auditor to where they
will find the documentation within the internal audit submission.
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Element 5 – Company Rules
5.1

Are company rules clearly stated in writing?

Guideline Verify that the company rules have been documented.
Additional Considerations


Sometimes referred to as a “Code of Conduct.”



Verify the rules are still appropriate/adequate.



Rules can include corporate and project specific.

5.2

Are the rules visibly posted or provided to each employee?

Guideline Verify by observation or interview that rules are posted in high traffic areas.
Records should show that employees have been made aware of the rules.

Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether the question will be validated by observation or
interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes should provide details on what was
observed or refer to photographic evidence.

5.3

Do workers understand company and workplace specific rules?

Guideline Verify through interviews that employees are aware of and understand the
company rules.

Additional Considerations


Both corporate and project specific knowledge is required (if there is a difference).
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Do the rules include a progressive disciplinary policy?

Guideline Ensure there is a progressive disciplinary policy included in the company rules.

Additional Considerations


Progressive disciplinary policy may be included in the rules or it may be a separate
document.

5.5

Are the rules applied and enforced consistently throughout the company?

Guideline Company rules should be consistently enforced in all divisions, departments and
areas of the organization.
Additional Considerations


Documented evidence of discipline records. 3 documented samples if available.



Subcontractor discipline records can be included.
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Element 6 – Personal Protective Equipment
6.1

Is there a written policy governing mandatory use of PPE where required?

Guideline Verify that a written policy exists.
Additional Considerations

6.2

May exist as “procedures” and/or part of the company rules

Is there specific criteria used to select PPE?

Guideline Verify that the organization reviews MSDS's, hazard assessments, legislation, etc.
to determine proper selection of PPE.
Additional Considerations


Written guidelines for selection required based on hazard assessments and company
activities (refer to JHA, (M)SDSs, legislated requirements, CSA standards…)



Criteria is to include a purchasing criteria (CSA/ANSI etc.) and then an application
criteria i.e.; selecting the correct PPE for the task, based on MSDS, hazard
assessments, etc.

6.3

Has the organization documented the required PPE for all activities?

Guideline The organization will need to assess the exposure to workplace hazards and
determine the appropriate PPE. Also, the organization will need to adhere to any
regulatory requirements.
Additional Considerations


This information may also be found in the safe work practices/safe job procedures for a
specific task.



Information could also be recorded on a matrix
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Are workers made aware of the requirements for PPE for specific tasks?

Guideline Worker training records should be reviewed to ensure that PPE requirements have
been addressed. Training records can include orientation training, site training,
departmental training, job specific training, procedures or work instruction training.
Additional Considerations


This can be validated through the content of site specific Tool Box Talks, JHA’s.



Three documented samples are required as evidence as per the instructions for
completing COR™.

6.5

Are there written rules and/or guidelines for the proper fitting, care and use of
specialized PPE?
d

Guideline Verify that written guidelines for specialized PPE are readily available.
Additional Considerations


Ensure guidelines provide sufficient information for all three items. Fitting, care and use.



Policy/Procedure to define what is considered as specialized PPE.

6.6

Is adequate specialized PPE provided and made available to workers for specific
activities?

Guideline Verify that specialized PPE (respirators, Kevlar gloves, fall arrest harnesses, etc.) is
provided by the company and made available.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether this question is validated by observation or interview.



If observation method is chosen, auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed
or reference photographic evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Is proper training provided for workers required to use specialized PPE?

Guideline Review worker orientation and training records to verify that specialized PPE
training is being done.
Additional Considerations


Records must be specific to the “specialized” PPE: e.g. respiratory protection –half face,
full-face, PAPR; full body harness; hearing protection.



A fit test does not constitute “training” for the use of respirators.



3 samples of training records for specific specialized PPE are required for an internal
audit submission.

6.8

Is there a system in place to regularly inspect and maintain PPE?

Guideline Check for PPE inspection schedule to ensure that manufacturer's or legislated
requirements are being met.

Additional Considerations


Detailed inspection program specific to PPE with dates, checklists, etc.



Copy of manufacturer’s specifications available



3 samples of PPE inspection records must be included in the internal audit submission.

6.9

Do management, supervisors, workers and sub-contractors use required PPE?

Guideline Verify by observation that all parties have, and are using appropriate PPE.

Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Element 7 – Preventive Maintenance
Does the company's preventative maintenance program for facilities, tools,
equipment and vehicles include:
7.1

An inventory of items to be maintained?

Guideline A list of tools (power), equipment (SCBA, tripod eyewash, CO monitors), lathespresses, skid steers, lift trucks, vehicles, facilities (job trailers, maintenance shop),
etc.
Additional Considerations


7.2

A “list” can be a spreadsheet, inventory program software, asset list, etc.

The use of schedules and checklists as required?

Guideline A preventative maintenance program includes a system for scheduling and
recording all maintenance work. Verify maintenance records/checklists.

Additional Considerations


Three samples of maintenance schedules and checklists of equipment, vehicles, tools or
facilities that can be identified on the maintenance inventory required for the internal
audit submission.
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Provisions to ensure manufacturers' maintenance guidelines and/or regulatory
standards are met?

Guideline Verify that maintenance is performed according to manufacturer's and/or legislated
requirements.
Additional Considerations


Ensure that maintenance schedules and checklists, that meet manufacturer’s
requirements, are available for all equipment, tools, vehicles and facilities.



Three samples of maintenance schedules and checklists of equipment, vehicles, tools or
facilities that can be identified on the maintenance inventory required for the internal
audit submission

7.4

Is maintenance being performed as planned?

Guideline Verify maintenance records to ensure that maintenance is systematically scheduled
and completed as required according manufacturer's and/or legislated
requirements.

Additional Considerations


Three samples of evidence showing that maintenance has been performed as planned
for the same three pieces of equipment/vehicles/tools/equipment as referenced for
questions 7.2 & 7.3.

7.5

Records stating corrective action taken?

Guideline Actions taken to correct identified equipment issues should be recorded on work
orders, maintenance logs or checklists.

Additional Considerations


Three samples of evidence showing that maintenance has been performed as planned
for the same three pieces of equipment/vehicles/tools/equipment as referenced for
questions 7.2 & 7.3.
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Does a competent/qualified worker perform the inspection and maintenance?

Guideline Training and qualification credentials must be supplied in order to fulfill the
requirements of this question. Credentials may be a certificate of qualification,
specific manufacturer's training, in addition to years of experience.
Additional Considerations


Provide credentials for individuals performing maintenance if preventive maintenance is
being performed in-house.



If maintenance is being performed exclusively by a third party, the auditor notes must
state this.

7.7

A procedure to effectively remove overdue and /or defective tools, equipment and
vehicles from service?

Guideline A guideline for tagging and subsequently removing overdue or defective
equipment/tools/vehicles/PPE must be in place and verifiable.
Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Element 8 – Training and Communications
Orientation training:
8.1

Does the organization have a documented orientation program?

Guideline Verify that a documented program includes all relevant aspects of the
organization's health and safety program.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.

8.2

Is orientation a mandatory requirement for all personnel?

Guideline Verify that orientations were conducted with all personnel upon joining the
company, before they started work. This includes management, supervisors,
workers, subcontractors, suppliers, etc.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of orientation records from
the previous year showing a sampling of different job positions (if available).


8.3

Submitted documents should be clarified in auditor notes.

Is orientation standardized across the organization?

Guideline Verify that a standard orientation form or equivalent is being used. Check
orientation records.
Additional Considerations


Verify standard card or form is being used. These may be customized to reflect specific
workplace requirements such as customized orientation for office staff, shop staff,
mobile workforce etc.



Internal audit submission should include three samples of orientation records from the
previous year (if available).



Submitted documents should be clarified in auditor notes.
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Is there a provision for the signatures of both the worker and the person conducting
the orientation?

Guideline Verify documentation that shows orientation has been provided, and that both the
worker and the program facilitator have signed the orientation record.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of orientation records from the
previous year (if available).


8.5

Submitted documents should be clarified in auditor notes.

Are orientation records maintained?

Guideline Verify that records of employee orientation shall be readily available.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of orientation records from the
previous year (if available).



Submitted documents should be clarified in auditor notes.

Job specific training:
8.6

Are mandatory training requirements verified or training provided before starting
work?

Guideline Verify that records show the organization's mandatory training, including legislated
requirements have been identified and completed.
Additional Considerations


Compare mandatory training requirements with legislated requirements.



Internal audit submission must include evidence of mandatory training records for 3
individuals.



Records could include a training matrix.
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Is job specific training provided and are records retained?

Guideline Verify that additional task/job specific training provided (other than mandatory
training), such as procedures, work and workplace instruction.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of job specific training records for 3
individuals.



Records could include a training matrix.

8.8

Does a competent person provide/conduct job specific training?

Guideline Verify that the training is done by a "competent person" (as defined under the
OHSA). Trainer qualifications can include education such as a trade certificate or
degree, years of relevant experience, skills in teaching. (training certificates).
Additional Considerations


Provide credentials for individuals conducting training if training is being performed inhouse.



If training is being performed exclusively by a third party, the auditor notes must state
this.

8.9

Have supervisors received training in workplace inspections and OH&S
responsibilities?

Guideline Verify that the supervisor has completed the required training in OH&S
responsibilities.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of training records for 3 supervisors.



Records could include a training matrix.



If training is conducted in-house, auditor notes must provide information to clarify
documentation submitted.
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Is training understood by personnel and is it effective?

Guideline Verify through interviews and observation that training is understood by personnel.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

Health & Safety communication meetings:
8.11

Does senior management of the organization hold scheduled health and safety
meetings?

Guideline Verify that an annual schedule of health and safety events such as quarterly
meetings, annual meetings, spring start-up meetings, summer barbeques exist.
Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.

8.12

Does senior management attend/participate in health and safety meetings?

Guideline Verify through interviews and minutes that discussions, Q&A sessions, etc. were
held.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must contain evidence verifying senior management
attendance/participation at scheduled health and safety meetings referenced in question
8.11.
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Are records of safety meetings retained?

Guideline This includes meeting agendas, attendance lists, minutes and action items.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit evidence must include records of scheduled health and safety meetings
referenced in question 8.11.

8.14

Does two way communication exist during these meetings?

Guideline What methods do managers use to involve employees in this communication?
Additional Considerations


Internal audit evidence can include meeting agendas, minutes or action items to
illustrate two way communication during the scheduled health and safety meetings
referenced in question 8.11.

8.15

Are tailgate or tool box talks or their equivalent held as scheduled?

Guideline Verify records of these talks. Records should indicate the date, topic, attendees
and facilitator and any resulting action items.
Additional Considerations


A sign-in sheet with pre-printed participant names is preferred (this allows management
to bring the absentees up to date).



Internal audit submission must include three samples demonstrating compliance with
schedule.
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Element 9 – Workplace Inspections
9.1

Does the organization have a documented workplace inspection procedure?

Guideline Verify that the workplace inspection procedure includes all operations (office, shop,
yard, projects, etc.)
Additional Considerations

9.2

Procedure should comply with legislated requirements.

Does the procedure define the inspection frequencies and responsibilities?

Guideline The procedure must identify when inspections are to be completed and who must
complete them. The frequencies defined must meet legislated requirements and
manufacturer specifications as a minimum. The responsibilities for reporting on
findings and follow up shall also be defined.
Additional Considerations

9.3

No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Does the procedure define requirements for conducting and recording pre-use
inspections of vehicles, machines, tools and equipment?

Guideline Verify that the inspection procedure defines the pre-use inspection requirements for
vehicles, machines, tools and equipment including those required by the
manufacturer (Reg. 213/91 section 93(3)) and 94(1),(2).
Additional Considerations


This procedure can be separate from the procedure referenced in question 9.1.
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9.4

Are there specific forms and checklists used for recording inspections?

Guideline Verify that inspection checklists and forms:


are specific to the item(s) and workplace(s), and



include all parts of the workplace(s), and



include all legislated and manufacturer specified inspection requirements
where applicable

Additional Considerations


Custom inspection checklists for different parts of the workplace are acceptable if they
adequately represent that particular area (office, shop, yard, etc.)



Ensure that constructor’s inspection checklists meet all of the requirements of 213/91
section 14(3).



Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists.

9.5

Do records indicate that these inspections have been completed as required?

Guideline Inspection records shall be retained and show that inspections have been
performed and completed to legislated requirements.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists referenced in 9.4.
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Are assigned personnel performing inspections as required?

Guideline Review inspection records to verify that workplace parties are performing their
assigned inspections.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists referenced in 9.4.

9.7

Are inspection frequencies being adhered to?

Guideline Review inspection records to verify that inspections are performed when required
by legislation, when specified by the manufacturer and as required by the
organization's HSMS.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists referenced in 9.4 and following the procedure
referenced in question 9.1.

9.8

Are workers involved in the inspection process?

Guideline Worker participation can include conducting the inspection, being involved in
discussions during or following the inspection. Inspection records should indicate
this involvement.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists indicating worker participation/involvement.
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Are identified deficiencies corrected in a timely manner?

Guideline Verify that corrective action taken is documented including who, what, and when.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of completed
workplace inspection checklists referenced in 9.4.

9.10

Are the results of workplace inspections communicated to senior management?

Guideline Verify that senior management participates in the process by reviewing inspection
reports, prioritizing actions to correct any identified deficiencies and providing
resources as needed.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission evidence must include 3 consecutive samples of
communication records to senior management regarding the results of workplace
inspections.

9.11

Are inspection reports communicated to all relevant workplace parties?

Guideline The results of workplace inspections shall be communicated, either through
posting, workplace discussions or other means of communication to all workers,
supervision and management associated with the areas that were inspected.
Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Element 10 – Investigations and Reporting
10.1

Does the organization have a documented policy and procedure for the
investigating and reporting of incidents that meets the legislated requirements?

Guideline The procedure shall describe the process for investigating and reporting incidents,
including prescribed incidents, responsibilities, timelines, communication
requirements, corrective actions and their effectiveness and the retention of
records.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include distinct policy and procedure for the
investigating and reporting of incidents that meets the legislated requirements.

10.2

Do records show that the incident investigation and reporting procedure is being
followed?

Guideline Records of investigations shall demonstrate that incident investigations are being
conducted as per the documented procedure.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of incident investigations (if
available) and verification that they had been reported as required.

10.3

Has the organization established a standardized incident investigation form that is
readily available?

Guideline All areas of the organization shall use a common form to record incident
investigations which shall be readily available to all personnel at all workplaces.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of reports referenced in question
10.2.
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Are workers aware of reporting procedures?

Guideline Verify by interview that workers are aware of and understand the company's
incident reporting procedures.
Additional Considerations
10.5

Have supervisors been trained in incident investigation and reporting procedures?

Guideline Verify training records and interview supervisors.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of training records for 3 supervisors.



Records could include a training matrix.



If training is conducted in-house, auditor notes must provide information to clarify
submitted documentation.

10.6

Are appropriate personnel involved in investigations?

Guideline Review investigation reports that indicate supervisors and workers (including the
safety rep. or committee member if appropriate) are involved in investigations and
that required personnel have signed the report.
Additional Considerations


Compare assigned responsibilities in procedure with investigation form.



Internal audit submission should include three samples of reports referenced in question
10.2.
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Are opportunities for corrective and preventive actions (CA&PA) being identified
and addressed?

Guideline Verify that inspection reports, action plans etc. contain evidence of proactive
reporting, prioritizing incidents or other input into the preventive action process.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of reports referenced in question
10.2 that includes corrective and preventive actions.

10.8

Are corrective and preventive actions implemented in a timely manner?

Guideline Records shall indicate that preventative actions are being implemented in a timely
manner and their effectiveness assessed.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples of reports referenced in question
10.2 that includes corrective and preventive actions and implementation dates.

10.9

Are corrective and preventive actions communicated to workers?

Guideline Records shall show that the results of CA&PA to improve workplace health and
safety have been communicated to workers. Communication can include posted
materials, meeting minutes, tool box talks, safety meetings, etc.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include 3 samples of communication records to workers
referencing the reports provided for questions 10.6 through 10.9.
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Is the organization measuring the effectiveness of the corrective and preventive
actions?

Guideline Verify that management has reviewed the effectiveness of the CA&PA taken.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include records demonstrating that organization is
measuring the effectiveness of the corrective and preventive actions for the reports
provided for questions 10.6 through 10.9.
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Element 11 – Emergency Preparedness
11.1

Do documented emergency preparedness and Emergency Response Plans (ERP)
include the most appropriate responses to identified hazards and address the
potential for emergency situations?

Guideline The plans for potential situations such as fire, powerline contact, medical, vehicle or
equipment incidents, etc. shall be documented and communicated for the
workplace.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission evidence must include head office, shop, site ERP’s.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

11.2

Do the plans include the input and approval of relevant interested parties?

Guideline The ERP for all organizations within the scope of the employer (subcontractors,
clients, emergency services, neighbours) should be approved by senior
management both initially and when there is a change of scope.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission shall include three samples of evidence demonstrating the
input and approval of relevant interested parties in the ERP.
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Do the plans define the roles and responsibilities of relevant personnel, and include
training in emergency procedures?

Guideline Verify training records to determine that employees involved in emergency
response (rescuers, responders, fire marshals, etc.) are appropriately trained and
that records of training are maintained.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of emergency response plans
detailing roles and responsibilities and training records.


11.4

Records could include a training matrix

Is an appropriate emergency communication system in place?

Guideline This could include reporting the emergency to a central location and the use of
alarm bells, radio or telephone to warn all employees of the emergency.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

11.5

Has the plan been tested for deficiencies and corrective action taken (if
necessary)?

Guideline Testing procedures can include exercises such as fire drills, mock evacuations,
demonstrations with fire extinguishers, etc. Reports on the results of the exercises
must be available for review.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include three samples demonstrating testing for ERPs
at the office, shop and site.
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Are the appropriate number and type of fire extinguishers at marked locations?

Guideline The workplace or site plan should include the specifications, type, size and rating
and locations of fire equipment.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

11.7

Are workers who are required to use fire extinguishers trained how to use them?

Guideline Verify that workers are trained and that training records are maintained.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include records of training for three individuals.



Records could include a training matrix.



Records could include orientation records with specific details regarding fire extinguisher
use.

11.8

Are fire extinguishers regularly inspected and maintained?

Guideline Verify that a competent worker inspects every fire extinguisher for defects and
deterioration at least once a month. A tag noting the date of inspection must be
attached to the extinguisher.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Is all other emergency response equipment regularly inspected and maintained?

Guideline Verify that equipment such as Automatic External Defibrillator (AED), rescue
ladders, breathing apparatus, etc. is inspected and maintained according to
manufacturer's requirement.
Additional Considerations


Other documented inspections of emergency equipment such as eye wash stations,
tripods, stretcher, life jacket (PFD), fall arrest rescue equipment, confined space rescue
equipment, etc.



Internal audit submission should include three samples of inspection records (if
available).

Have appropriate emergency response resources and equipment been made
available including:
11.10

First aid station/facilities and supplies?

Guideline In the workplace verify there are sufficient first aid stations/facilities and that they
contain the proper first aid supplies as per first aid regulations.

Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Qualified first aid personnel?

Guideline Verify that first aiders are qualified to the required standard Emergency First Aid
(EFA), Standard First Aid (SFA), etc.) Look for posted certificates or names of first
aiders.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three current samples of First Aid certificates.



Records could include a training matrix.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

11.12

Provision for transporting an injured worker to a hospital or medical facility?

Guideline Verify that a vehicle is available at all times for transporting an injured worker to a
medical facility.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Element 12 – Statistics and Records
12.1

Is there a documented procedure to organize, monitor and measure OH&S
performance?

Guideline Measures can include both quantitative and qualitative components, be proactive
and/or reactive, show the extent to which OH&S objectives are met, as well as the
effectiveness of controls.

Additional Considerations


Verify the procedure has structure: timeframes; responsibilities; measurement criteria,
etc.

12.2

Are corporate and/or project health and safety summaries developed and
maintained?

Guideline Project reports should be readily available for the auditor. Monthly reports should
roll the statistics from all projects into a corporate document. The annual report
should be an overall report on health and safety activities and statistics for the year.
Activity summaries should be available for each project and for the company: e.g.
toolbox talks, training and worker orientation records, injury and accident
investigation reports, insurance claims, etc.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include 3 samples of health and safety summaries.



Auditor notes can be used to provide clarity on submission.
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12.3

Is OH&S performance being measured at a specified frequency?

Guideline Statistical reports shall be generated on a regular basis and readily available, and
include individual projects and the company as a whole.
Additional Considerations


Evidence provided for question 12.2 should be used to validate this question.



Auditor notes must provide details regarding the submitted documentation.

12.4

Does the company compare their health and safety performance with past
performance?

Guideline Year-to-year comparisons should be done to evaluate performance, and the
effectiveness of any efforts to improve performance.
Additional Considerations


Health and safety performance comparisons can be done throughout the year.



Internal audit submission should include 3 samples of evidence (if available).

12.5

Are the annual statistics analyzed and needs or trends identified?

Guideline Analysis verification could include minutes, trend analysis, corrective action plans
which identify areas such as:
> particular areas where training is needed
> where equipment should be repaired or replaced
> where a safe work practice should be developed
> where a specific job task analysis should be undertaken

Additional Considerations


Health and safety performance statistics can be analyzed throughout the year
and/or annually.



Internal audit submission should include 3 samples of evidence (if available).
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Are first aid treatment records analyzed?

Guideline Analysis verification could include first aid treatment records, minutes, trend
analysis, corrective action plans.
Additional Considerations


Evidence provided for 12.5 should be used to validate this question.



Auditor notes must provide details regarding the submitted documentation.



Internal audit submission should include 3 samples (if available).

12.7

Was an action plan developed based on the summary and recommendations of
your last audit?

Guideline Verify that an action plan was defined as a result of the prior (COR or other
recognized OH&SM) audit report. This should be part of the organization's
corrective and preventive action system.
Additional Considerations


Action plans should be developed as a result of all Health and Safety audits (internal
and external).


12.8

Internal audit submission must include the most current action plan.

Was the action plan communicated to workers and implemented in a timely
manner?

Guideline Verify how the action plan was communicated to workers. E.g. minutes, memo, tool
box talk, etc. Review the action plan to verify that recommendations have been
implemented.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of communication and
implementation of the most current action plan.
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Element 13 – Legislation
13.1

Is health and safety legislation (all acts and regulations that apply) considered
during the job planning process?

Guideline Verify that the organization has ensured that all applicable acts and regulations are
considered when planning and executing the work.
Additional Considerations



A List of Legislation is required to be provided – can be linked to Element 2. Should be
referenced in the annual review.



13.2

Evidence could be incorporated in the Hazard Assessment document.

Are copies of relevant legislation readily available at each workplace as required?

Guideline Verify that appropriate and current legislation (OHSA, Const. Regs, Ind. Regs,
WHMIS, etc.) are readily available to workers and/or posted in the workplace.

Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether the question was validated through interview or
observation.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Have supervisors been trained on their rights and responsibilities and how to
exercise them?

Guideline Verify that records of training on OH&S responsibilities shall be available. Verify by
interview that supervisors are aware of those responsibilities.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of training records for 3 supervisors.



Records could include a training matrix.



If training is conducted in-house, auditor notes must provide information to clarify
submitted documentation.

13.4

Have workers been trained on their rights and responsibilities and how to exercise
them?

Guideline Verify that records of training on OH&S rights and responsibilities shall be
available. Verify by interview that workers are aware of their rights and
responsibilities.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include evidence of training records for 3 workers.



Records could include a training matrix.



If training is conducted in-house, auditor notes must provide information to clarify
submitted documentation.

13.5

Are legislated posting requirements being met?

Guideline Verify by observation that required documents are posted in the workplace (WSIB
form 82, Notice of Project, MoL prevention poster, first aid certificates, JH&SC
members, workers trades committee members, etc.)
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Element 14 – Occupational Health
14.1

Has the organization conducted a risk assessment for occupational health
hazards?

Guideline Risks associated with identified occupational health hazards should be identified,
prioritized and documented.

Additional Considerations


Best practice suggests the development of a procedure for conducting, documenting and
approving hazard assessments for all operations, though it is not required to achieve a
full score for this audit question.



The risk assessment for occupational health hazards can be part of the organization’s
risk register (refer to element 2) or a separate document.



The occupational health risk assessment process should be consistent with the overall
risk assessment program.



Internal audit submission must include a completed occupational health risk
assessment.

14.2

Have controls been developed and implemented for identified occupational health
hazards?

Guideline Controls to mitigate the risks should be developed. Controls can include
elimination, substitution, engineering controls, signage/warnings/administrative
controls, PPE.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of controls for hazards
identified in the occupational health risk assessment.
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Is there a documented procedure that addresses working safely with the
following?
14.3

Chemicals?

Guideline A chemical inventory and procedures for safe handling, use, storage, clean-up and
transportation are required. This may include designated substances.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include a chemical inventory and three samples of
procedures addressing working safely with chemicals identified in the inventory (if
available).

14.4

Physical agents?

Guideline Physical agents include temperature hazards (such as extreme heat and cold),
vibration, noise, UV exposure and radiation exposure.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing working
safely with physical agents (if applicable).



Physical agents should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.
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Biological agents?

Guideline Human biological wastes, sharps, bird, bat or other animal droppings, dead
animals, poisonous insects, reptiles and plants.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing working
safely with biological agents (if applicable).



Biological agents should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk
assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.

14.6

Lead?

Guideline Lead may be in paints, solder, batteries, electronics, etc.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing
working safely with lead (if applicable).



Lead hazards should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk
assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.
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Asbestos?

Guideline Asbestos is primarily encountered during building retrofit work and may involve
asbestos removal or work that may disturb asbestos-containing materials, including
insulation.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing
working safely with asbestos (if applicable).



Asbestos hazards should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk
assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.

14.8

Silica?

Guideline Silica is a designated substance that is found in sandblasting, building restoration,
quarries, concrete.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing
working safely with silica (if applicable).



Silica hazards should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk
assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.

Is there a documented procedure for:
14.9

Chemical spill cleanup?

Guideline Verify that the procedure identifies methods to safely respond to spills.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Proper handling and storage of hazardous materials?

Guideline These should include information for monitoring hazardous materials. Methods
should include storage location, safe handling/transporting, verification that
procedure has been followed and reference to documents such as MSDSs.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of procedures addressing proper
handling and storage of hazardous materials (if applicable).



Hazardous materials should be identified in the occupational health hazards risk
assessment.



If less than three samples of procedures are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.

14.11

Entering confined spaces?

Guideline Methods should include verification of air quality prior to entry into confined spaces,
entry permits, air and personnel monitoring while in confined spaces, ventilation,
entry procedures, attendant, communication, PPE, safe retrieval, emergency
rescue procedures, equipment and records, etc.
Additional Considerations

14.12

The documented procedure must meet current legislated requirements.
Have personnel been trained on these procedures?

Guideline Verify that training includes, safe handling, clean-up use of WHMIS material,
specific job requirements (confined spaces).

Additional Considerations


Check that training has been provided for all procedures referenced in the audit
questions 14.3 through 14.11 as applicable.



Internal audit submission must include training records for three individuals.



Records could include a training matrix.
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Does the organization provide and maintain:
14.13

Adequate toilet and wash-up facilities?

Guideline Verify that the organization has provided or arranged for the use of toilet and cleanup facilities in the workplace before work starts and that facilities are serviced as
required.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether the question was validated through interview or
observation.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

14.14

An adequate supply of potable drinking water?

Guideline Verify that drinking water and drinking cups are available and methods of
sanitization exist.

Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether the question was validated through interview or
observation.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

14.15

Material safety data sheets?

Guideline Confirm that MSDSs are available in the workplace and accessible to workers and
emergency response personnel. Review a sample of MSDSs to confirm that they
are current.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of SDS.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Properly labelled hazardous material?

Guideline This should include all incoming, stored, in-process and finished materials. All
packaging or storage areas should be properly labelled and any missing or
damaged labels be immediately replaced.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must state whether the question was validated through interview or
observation.



Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Element 15 – First Aid
Is there a documented procedure for the provision and maintenance of first aid
that includes:
15.1

Ensuring compliance with applicable regulations?

Guideline Verify the company is applying the relevant regulations (First Aid, WSIB, etc.)
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include a procedure ensuring compliance with applicable
legislation.

15.2

A qualified First Aider who is assigned to the kit/station and works in the immediate
vicinity.

Guideline All first aid attendants must successfully complete training by a recognized training
authority. Verify through interview that name of First Aider matches name on
certificate.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

15.3

Posting first aid training certificates?

Guideline Copies of valid first aid certificates should be visible and made readily available at
the first aid station for the designated first aid attendant(s).
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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A process for maintaining and re-certifying first aid attendants.

Guideline Verify a process exists to ensure that qualified first aid attendants are available
when and where required.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission should include a specific reference within the procedure
submitted for question 15.1.

Does the organization ensure:
15.5

Periodic inspection of first aid facilities and equipment?

Guideline First aid facilities and equipment shall be inspected at least quarterly. Inspection
records shall indicate the inspection date and the identity and signature of the
inspector and be kept with the kit.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

15.6

The responsibility of workers to report all injuries to supervisors?

Guideline Verify that workers understand that they must report all injuries to supervisors. This
can be verified by reviewing procedure showing responsibility to report and by
reviewing injury report forms.
Additional Considerations


Documentation provided to validate this question may be located in different elements of
the organization’s health and safety program such as the First Aid procedure,
Orientation program, worker’s responsibilities etc.
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Records of all first aid treatment/advice?

Guideline Records of the circumstances of the injury, names of witnesses, nature and exact
location of the injuries, date, time, and type of first aid treatment given shall be
retained by the employer.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of records of first aid
treatment/advice (if applicable).



If less than three samples of first aid records are provided, auditor notes should state
applicability.

15.8

"In Case of Injury" poster is available at the first aid kit/station?

Guideline Verify that Form 82 - In Case of Injury poster (any format provided through WSIB),
is visible at the first aid station.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Element 16 – Health and Safety Representative & Joint Health and
Safety Committee
16.1

Does the organization have documented procedures for the selection of roles and
responsibilities and/or establishment criteria for JH&S committees?

Guideline Verify that procedure/terms of reference exist.

Additional Considerations


Verify that procedure/ terms of reference meets with minimum requirements set out in
the OHS Act for all workplaces and projects.

Does the organization meet its legislated requirements for:
16.2

Selection or appointment of a health and safety representative where required?

Guideline Required for organizations that have between 6 - 19 employees. Selected by
workers or appointed by trade union, if applicable.

Additional Considerations


16.3

No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Periodic health and safety inspections of the workplace?

Guideline Inspections of the workplace must be carried out at least monthly. Where it is not
practicable to inspect the entire workplace monthly, the H&S Rep shall inspect a
portion of the workplace each month such that the entire workplace will be
inspected at least annually. Records of inspections shall be retained.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of workplace
inspection checklists completed by a worker health and safety representative.
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Collection, review, corrective actions, implementation of actions and follow-up on
H&S Rep. and JHSC recommendations?

Guideline Recommendations can result from workplace inspections, observations,
discussions, reviews of training programs, worker requests or concerns, etc.
Review records for recommendations, corrective actions and corrective action
plans. Follow-up includes timely response to the originator on all recommendations.

Additional Considerations


Review timeframes between recommendations being made and responses from
management.



Internal audit submission must include three samples (if applicable).

16.5

Selection and composition of a workplace joint health and safety committee where
required?

Guideline Verify list of JHSC members to ensure correct number and composition of worker
and management reps. Verify existence of worker's trades committee if applicable

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of joint health and
safety committee minutes, as referenced in question 16.7, highlighting the meeting
attendees to validate composition.
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Is there a documented procedure for:
16.6

Posting of JH&SC members' names and work locations?

Guideline The organization shall post the names and locations of committee members in a
visible location in the workplace.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.

16.7

Frequency of meetings and the availability of minutes?

Guideline Verify records of meeting minutes and ensure meetings are being held at least
every 3 months.
Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three consecutive samples of joint health and
safety committee minutes.
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Element 17 – Workplace Violence and Harassment
Does the organization have a Workplace Violence and Harassment policy
statement that:
17.1

Is signed by the president, CEO or local senior management?

Guideline Ideally the Policy Statement should be signed by the president or CEO of the
organization, or the senior-most leader of the division.

Additional Considerations


17.2

Verify the signature is in ink, or if electronic, an authorized scanned signature.

Includes a program that outlines roles and responsibilities of all workplace parties?

Guideline The policy should outline the roles and responsibilities of all workplace parties
regarding their participation in the workplace violence and harassment program. A
workplace party is a person, visitor, contract or temporary worker or group inside
the workplace concerned with or affected by the OH&S performance of an
organization.
Additional Considerations

17.3

No additional comments/considerations for this item.
Recognizes the right of workers to work in a violence and harassment free work
environment?

Guideline The Policy Statement must clearly state that management (CEO, president, etc.)
recognizes that all workers have the right to work in a violence and harassment free
workplace.

Additional Considerations


The key phrase “the right to work in a safe and healthy work environment” is either
stated or implied with phrases such as “the organization recognizes our worker’s right to
work …” etc.
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Is current?

Guideline The policy statement shall indicate its date of issuance.

Additional Considerations


This shall be within one calendar year or 12 months.

17.5

Is reviewed annually?

Guideline The review shall be conducted by senior management at least annually and
records of the review shall be retained.

Additional Considerations


Proof of review could include records such as: minutes of meetings; email
correspondence; previous year’s document which has been marked up: COR™ internal
annual audit with action plan, pre/post meeting details, revision log, etc.



Verification will include checking the previous policy statement, revisions (if any) and the
current policy statement. If no changes have been made, proof of review must be
provided.

17.6

Is visibly posted in the workplace or made available to the workers?

Guideline Policy to be posted in the workplace. It may be provided to workers in the form of a
handbook, safety manual, as part of procedures manual, or in electronic form. A
workplace can also include traveling, working at client premises or working at
home.
Additional Considerations


Auditor notes must provide detail to what was observed or reference photographic
evidence included in the internal audit submission.
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Does the employer have a Workplace Violence and Harassment program that:
17.7

Periodically assesses the risk of violence in the workplace?

Guideline Assessments and reassessments shall be documented and must identify the
potential violence risks in the workplace. Procedure must contain a documented
requirement to reassess at set intervals.

Additional Considerations


Verify that all company operations are considered within the risk of violence assessment



WVH assessment can be incorporated in the hazard assessment documentation.



Assessment of all workplaces must be conducted.



Surveys can be used to populate workplace violence risk assessment tools, but they do
not constitute an assessment in and of themselves.



Internal audit submission must include three samples of workplace violence risk
assessments (if applicable).

17.8

Identifies specific controls for all identified risks?

Guideline Program must contain controls that eliminate or mitigate risks identified in the
assessment that are associated with violence and harassment.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include three samples of controls for hazards identified in
the workplace violence risk assessment.

17.9

Includes measures and procedures for summoning immediate assistance?

Guideline Program must also include measures and procedures for summoning immediate
assistance when workplace violence occurs or is likely to occur.
Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Includes reporting and investigation procedures?

Guideline Procedures shall address legislated reporting of incidents of workplace
violence/harassment and the subsequent investigation and any required actions, if
applicable.
Additional Considerations


17.11

No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Is periodically reviewed?

Guideline The program shall be consistent with the policy, reviewed at least annually and
records of the review shall be retained.
Additional Considerations


Proof of review could include records such as: minutes of meetings; email
correspondence; previous year’s document which has been marked up: COR™ internal
annual audit with action plan, pre /post meeting details, revision log, etc.
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Element 18 – Return to Work and Re-employment
Does the organization have a written Return to Work and re-employment policy
and procedure that:
18.1

Is signed by the president, CEO or local senior management?

Guideline The RTW policy statement must be clearly written and state the exact procedures
(in chronological order) that are to be followed from the time of the reported injury,
to the injured worker's return to full employment. (This procedure could be
developed as a result of completing a RTW self-assessment using the WSIB
guide).

Additional Considerations

18.2

Verify the signature is in ink, or if electronic, an authorized scanned signature.

Clearly defines the goal of the RTW program?

Guideline This could include ensuring that the employee will have the best opportunities
available for successful return to work with their employer, or if required, to the
labour market.
Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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18.3

Provide a framework for the organization and the worker to co-operate in
developing the RTW and re-employment plans for the worker?

Guideline The framework should include timing, responsibilities, constraints and outcomes.
Co-operation includes: initiating early contact; maintaining appropriate
communication throughout the worker's recovery; identifying and securing Work
Reintegration (WR) opportunities for the worker; providing WSIB with all relevant
information concerning the WR and; notifying the WSIB of any dispute or
disagreement concerning the WR.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Do documented procedures:
18.4

Address the employer's duty to accommodate?

Guideline Employers have a duty to modify the work or the workplace to accommodate the
needs of the worker to the extent of undue hardship as set out under the WSIA,
Ont. Human Rights Code or Cdn. Human Rights Act.
Additional Considerations

18.5

Provide a re-entry plan for the worker's eventual transition to full employment?

Guideline Process will outline: assistance and services available to identify suitable work with
employer or re-entry into the labour market; the duration of the plan; payment of
expenses for the duration of the re-entry plan and; offer of re-location services.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Address communication of RTW and WR program responsibilities to all involved
parties?

Guideline Documented roles and responsibilities will vary depending on the size of the
organization, and can include the RTW program coordinator, human resources,
project manager, safety coordinator, injured worker, medical department or health
care provider, WSIB and site
Additional Considerations


18.7

No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Address modification of duties based on job tasks and their specific physical
demands?

Guideline Suggested modified duties during transition should reflect the physical demands of
the worker's normal job/work and the work to be performed. The organization
should have a list of types of work, tasks involved and the physical demands of the
tasks. Some considerations: ergonomics, including lifting, walking, bending, sitting,
twisting, vibration, work posture temperature, humidity, etc..
Additional Considerations


18.8

No additional comments/considerations for this item.

Address WSIB correspondence?

Guideline E.g. worker wage changes; all expenses related to RTW and WR; changes in
worker duties; adjustment to duration of RTW program; failure to cooperate;
miscellaneous correspondence and return to full employment/close out etc.

Additional Considerations


No additional comments/considerations for this item.
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Element 19 – Management Review
19.1

Does senior management have a policy for conducting an annual review of the
organization’s OH&S program?

Guideline The intent of the review is for senior management to ensure continual improvement
by evaluating the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the OH&S program.

Additional Considerations

19.2

This should be a stand-alone policy statement.

Does senior management have a procedure for conducting an annual review of the
organization’s OH&S program?

Guideline The procedure must include all steps in conducting the review including:


Responsibilities



Frequency of review (minimum annually)



Objectives and action plans



Record retention

Additional Considerations


The procedure must identify the inputs (what will be reviewed) that will be included within
the management review.



The procedure must state the outputs/ outcomes of the review.
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19.3

Does the review include evaluation of all elements of the OH&S program?

Guideline Verify that records of the review include all elements of the organization’s OH&S
program including:


Internal records such as inspections, hazard assessments, incident reports,
statistical reports



External communications such as evaluations conducted by other parties,
evaluations of legal compliance, etc.



Follow up actions from previous management reviews



Changing circumstances, including developments in legal and other
requirements related to OH&S (changes in business conditions,
organizational structures, materials and services, legal and other
requirements.

Additional Considerations


Internal audit submission must include detailed meeting minutes verifying review of all
elements of the OH&S program as per the procedure referenced in question 19.2.
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19.4

Does the review include assessing the OH&S performance of the organization?

Guideline Verify that:


Key performance indicators have been developed, measured and analyzed
to determine the overall OH&S performance. Comparison from previous
statistics are reviewed and any future steps necessary to prevent
reoccurrence are implemented.



The review of OH&S objectives has been performed to determine whether
objectives/targets have been met.



Opportunities for improvement have been identified and changes made to
the OH&S management system



Changes have been made to the OH&S policy and objectives (if applicable)

Additional Considerations
Verification could also include:


The OH&S performance review can incorporate, but is not limited to, the evidence
generated from Element 12 (statistics and records).

19.5

Has an action plan been developed based on the review?

Guideline Verify that an action plan that supports the assessment and findings has been
developed.

Additional Considerations


The action plan is based on results found in Questions 19.3 and 19.4 (senior
management review).



Action plan is to be developed as per the procedure referenced in question 19.2.



Internal audit submission must include current action plan.
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Have the OH&S objectives been identified as a result of the review?

Guideline Verify that OH&S objectives reflect the outcomes of the current review.
Additional Considerations


The objectives are based on results identified in Questions 19.3 and 19.4 (senior
management review).



Objectives are to be developed as per the procedure referenced in question 19.2.



Internal audit submission must include current objectives.

19.7

Have the OH&S objectives and action plan(s) been communicated to all personnel?

Guideline Records are to be retained for at least 3 years.
Additional Considerations
Communication may be through the organization’s:


Annual meeting for all employees which includes a safety segment



Corporate wide newsletters



Including in field level safety meetings
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About IHSA
IHSA’s vision is the elimination of all workplace injuries, illnesses, and fatalities within our member
firms.
We engage with our member firms, workers, and other stakeholders to help them continuously
improve their health and safety performance. We do this by providing effective and innovative
sector-specific programs, products, and services.

We offer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training programs
Consulting services
Health and safety audits
Publications and e-news
Posters and stickers
Reference material
A resource-rich website.

Find out what we can do for you at www.ihsa.ca
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Etobicoke, Ontario M9W 5M7 Canada
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